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When you finish all checks,  Keeping all five stacks
separate, move the paperwork to the accounng desk.

Aer copying Michigan’s Checks, Repeat the 
process for the Ohio checks.

NOTE: When you are finished copying all checks for both
companies, you will have five stacks of papers.
 1. Michigan Checks
 2. Michigan Copies
 3. Ohio Checks
 4. Ohio Copies
  5. Stubs for both companies.

Step 1. Place check with its stub(s) facedown on  
              the glass.
Step 2. Close the lid.
Step 3. Press 8 1/2” X 11” paper size. 

Step 4. Press START

Step 5. Remove copy. Check it against the originals
                            to be sure it copied correctly. If it did, lay it 
              facedown to form a new pile of copies.

Step 6.  Place the check facedown to form a new 
       pile of completed Michigan Checks.
Step 7.  Place the stub(s) in a separate pile.

 
      

If NO security dots:

3

Li copier lid to start warm-up

Step 1. Cover Security Dots with Post-it Notes
Tear Post-its Into three strips, cover dots. Copy as in Step 3.

If the check DOES have security dots:

Security
Dots

1

Keeping the stacks separated, begin with Michigan.
NOTE: You are copying checks with stubs by locaon.

Step 1. Check for security dots.
These are usually along the boom in three places.

2

facedown

side of checks
and stubs

fit to corner top

Task 4.1 Play 
Audio Message

TASK 4
photocopy checks by company
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Add up the totals of all Ohio Checks
Note: Repeat this process for the Ohio
checks. When you tear off the tape, 
write OH and date at the top of the tape
to show this was the total amount of the
Ohio checks received on this date. 

Prepare Calculator

Step 1. Press the “ON” Buon
Step 2. Press “C” to Clear the Total
Step 3. Press “UP” Buon to advance tape.

Important Note: You will use these calculator tapes
later to verify against the Deposit Report that is
generated by the Banking Online Deposit System. 
It is imperave each step of this process is done 
with 100% accuracy.

Add up the totals of all Michigan Checks

Step 1. Take the first Michigan Check. 
Step 2. Enter the total amount of the check
    into the calculator.
Step 3. Verify the display matches the check.
Step 4. Press the plus (+) buon to start the process. 
Step 5. Place the check facedown in a new pile.
SStep 6. Repeat this process for each of the Michigan
    checks, adding each one to the top of the pile.
Step 7. When all checks have been entered and verified,
    press the Calculate Buon “       ” to generate
     a total of all the Michigan Checks received.
Step 8. Press the “UP” arrow several mes to advance
    the tape enough to be able to tear it off clearnly.
SStep 9. Tear off the tape. 
Step 10. Write MI and the date on the top of the tape
      to show this was the total amount of the 
      Michigan checks received on this date.
Step 11. Put the tape with the pile of Michigan checks 
      and set them aside. 
    

Then, put the tape with the pile of Ohio 
checks and set them aside.

∗/Σ

Step 1.1 Turn “ON” 

Step 1.2 Clear Memory

Step 2.4 Add to Total Step 2.7 Total all checks.

Step 1.3 and 2.8
Advance Tape

Task 5.1 Play 
Audio Message

TASK 5
calculate check totals for each company

and prepare paper calculator tape
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Resources

Copyright: <a href='http://www.123rf.com/profile_sak12344'>sak12344 / 123RF Stock Photo</a>

http://www.amazon.com/Victor-14604-Standard-Function-Calculator/dp/B00192IC80

http://ecx.images-amazon.com/images/I/816P0MqU2EL._SX450_.jpg

Huntington National Bank, Inc. Commercial Online Banking Deposit System. http://www.huntington.com

Paragon Tempered Glass, Niles MI. 2015
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